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Abstract:
The car becomes the ultimate mobile device, a robot being guided by an IoT environment and by
integrating step-by-step different levels of artificial intelligence. As being stated as a long term
vision/expectation one can infer that the corresponding and challenging implementation will come
from a global electronic vendor rather from a vehicle manufacturer of the old days – a
transformation is required. This tutorial will guide the participant through the changing automotive
industry with both – the eyes of a semiconductor vendor as well its end customer. Starting with
the automotive total quality management process, a detailed explanation of past and new
approaches will be given not only from a formal, but rather from a technical level. Topics discussed
will include the various definitions and differences between automotive and non-automotive
semiconductor components w.r.t. pure environmental as well as functional perspectives.
Corresponding dependencies to ECU design, vehicle design and services are discussed with
context to ADAS, connected car, autonomous driving, IoT, semiconductor market dynamics and
supply chain configurations. Requirements and solution proposals for new automotive
semiconductor classes will be given and explained. A technology node dependent parallel
application of a zero defect strategy with failure tolerant design, resilient design and replacement
electronics (compatibility design) approaches will also be discussed. Semiconductor reliability in
form of a DfX approach is the key enabler for electronic innovations of the automotive industry.
However, beside defect caused fails, new technology inherent mechanisms under automotive
loads pop up to limit automotive applicability.
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